
Q1

Distance: see Def 1 of section 3.2 of Anton 11th

Let u = (u1,u2,u3) be a non-zero vector, then ||u||= …
and 3u = ... 

Q2
see Definition 3 of Section 3.2 of Anton
to deteremine the angle in radian see attached unit circle

Q3

Projection: see equation 10 and 11 following Theorem 3.3.2 of section 3.2 
of Anton 11th

Dot product: Def 4 of section 3.2 of Anton 11th

Give an example means use actual values. 
- Start by defining a in R3. Keep it simple (all entries same values or 1 non-
zero value)
- Then based on a define u and v and calculated dot products showing that 
its not equal.

Q4

i) Use the hint and show that (u x v) x w does equal u x (v x w)
with i=u , j=v and k=w

ii) Should read if u≠ 0; u x v = u x w then v need not be equal to w
let u = (1,0,0) and v = (0,1,0) and w=(a,b,c)
then u x v = …. and u x w=…
solve w = (a,b,c) and see whether it is equal to v

Q5

i) Area of parallelogram - apply theorem 3.5.3 of Anton 11th

(ii) see additional examples posted under discussion titled "SG chapter 3" 
(sub-discussion titled "exercises and additional examples")
Find the normal of the plane (the normal is perpendicular to all vectors on 
the plane - see section 3.2 of Anton 11th)

Q6

see Appendex B of Anton 11th - provides an overview of complex numbers
Also see section 4.6 of the SG - polar form of complex number

i) Can not be proven
ii)  write z1  and z2 in its polar form. 
If z1 =  z2, then |z1| = |z2|
Real part of z1 = real part of z2

Imaginary part of z1= imaginary part of z2
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